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Opinion is divided as to whether the current Labour-led Government is as ‘transformational’ as it claims.
While the Wellbeing Budget should be applauded for boldly adopting some new approaches, it hasn’t
helped clarify overall perceptions.
What is clearer however, is that the first six-months of 2019 have seen a level of government consultation
similar to, if not greater than, when the former Department of Building and Housing (DBH) was setup in
2004 to review the Building Act and address various issues.
The shear amount of recent and current discussion documents may indicate that the Government is
trying to be ‘transformational’.
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Regardless, an industry response, articulated through its association, is a non-negotiable requirement,
one which Concrete NZ has recently been busy fulfilling, with both short and long-term outcomes in mind.
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Concrete NZ saw merit in some of the initiatives proposed in the Ministry of Education’s Reform of
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Vocational Education (RoVE) discussion document, such as establishing a unified vocational education

Website: www.concretenz.org.nz

funding system. However, we ultimately could not extend our support as the proposals have the potential
to undermine confidence in the current system at a time of high demand for skilled workers.
Conversely, we recently supported the NZ Green Building Council’s (NZGBC) Green Star - Design & As Built/
Life Cycle Impacts for Concrete. Concrete NZ has also responded to the Ministry of Business, Innovation and
Employment’s (MBIE) Proposals for Amending Acceptable Solutions and Verification Methods as well as urging
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Standards NZ to retain several important masonry Standards.
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CURRENT CONSULTATIONS

While the information contained in the

Looming large of the horizon is MBIE’s Building System Legislative Reform Programme, which proposes
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are not necessarily those of the Concrete NZ.
magazine is printed in good faith, its contents

changes to New Zealand’s building legislation. The Programme is being communicated as the most
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significant set of reforms since the current Building Act was introduced. Concrete NZ will be focussing on
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the Building Products and Methods section.

responsibility of any kind for the correctness

We have also been in discussion with MBIE on several other important issues such as Cross-Laminated
Timber (CLT) fire performance and the need for clarification around the two versions of The Seismic
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Assessment of Existing Buildings.
We mustn’t forget other current consultations, such as WorkSafe NZ’s proposal to reduce the crystalline
silica Workplace Exposure Standards. Consultation is also open on the Climate Change Response

Advertorial

(Zero Carbon) Amendment Bill, which will set the framework for New Zealand to transition to a low
emissions economy.

STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT
Under Standards NZ’s new Partnership Model, Concrete NZ is currently funding and leading a review of
NZS 3104 Specification for Concrete Production. The review was based on a belief that the role Standards
play in our industry is important, as is maintaining their currency.
As such, we have reached out to MBIE’s Building System Performance (BSP) branch to resume their 2016
Building Standards Performance programme, which set out the priorities and timeframes to update
Standards considered most important to the NZ Building Code, and also indicated that BSP would be a
significant funder.

SHORT AND LONG TERM OUTCOMES
Ensuring active and effective advocacy with government was a key driver in the establishment of Concrete
NZ. Expressing a view and building relationships to influence outcomes on behalf of the concrete industry,
with short- and long-term objectives in mind, is a priority now more than ever.
Rob Gaimster Concrete NZ, CEO
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At Golden Bay Cement,
the product we make
is genuine NZ made,
NZ grade cement.
It is strong, reliable
and consistent.
Being Genuine is part
of our fundamental
approach to how we
work as a team and
work with our customers.
This is who we are.

0800 CEMENT (236 368)
goldenbay.co.nz

Our
NZ made
cement is
genuine
NZ grade
cement.

NEWS
CONCRETE NZ APPOINTS
NEW CHAIR
Concrete New Zealand (NZ) announced the appointment of Dene
Cook to the position of Chair at its March Board meeting
in Christchurch.
Dene, Firth Industries’ Division Technical Manager and current
Concrete NZ Board member, will replace Holcim New Zealand’s
Glenda Harvey, who has been Concrete NZ Chair since the
Association was launched in August 2017.
A qualified structural engineer, Dene has over thirty years’
experience in the building and construction industry, having worked
as a consultant engineer, a project manager with the Cement &

Cladding
Systems
+
Interior Systems
+
Construction
Products

Concrete Association of New Zealand (CCANZ) and more recently
with Firth Industries and Fletcher Building.
Dene said he was thrilled to be appointed Chair and was excited
about the opportunities and challenges that lay ahead for the young
Association and the wider concrete industry.
“The construction landscape is currently very dynamic, add to that
pending regulatory changes, and you have an environment where
Concrete NZ, as the industry’s consolidated Association, will play a
major role in advancing concrete interests,” Dene says.
Rob Gaimster, Concrete NZ chief executive, in welcoming the new
appointment, also acknowledged the commitment and contribution
former Chair, Glenda Harvey, made during her tenure.
“Glenda has been a wonderful leader as the inaugural Chair of
Concrete NZ, and now the progress made over the past several
years will be maintained under the watch of Dene, a tremendously
knowledgeable and experienced operator.”

MultiStop
Distressed Concrete
Nandos Resturant
Glenﬁeld

Dene’s appointment as Chair of the Concrete NZ Board is effective
immediately.

Create it or ﬁx it.
Multistop is a superb
Concrete Solution.
Our Rockcote MultiStop range of premium
construction mortars are designed for ease
of use as sandable or non sandable patch,
repair, & ﬁnishing plasters to achieve the
best result over masonry substrates.
Visit our website to discover more about our
range of construction systems and interior
ﬁnishes.

Dene Cook, Concrete NZ Chair
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WORLD CLASS SOLUTIONS

FOR CONCRETE &
INFRASTRUCTURE

SIMEM Concrete Batching Plants

Gough Industrial Solutions partners with both SANY and SIMEM to deliver exceptional global technology,
local expertise and lifetime support to the Australian concrete & infrastructure industries.

DYNAMIX® Concrete Mixers

SANY Concrete Line Pumps

SANY Pumping Solutions

SIMEM Concrete Batching Plants

SANY Concrete Placing Booms

SIMEM Fixed & Mobile Plant Solutions

For industry leading solutions - talk to our team today.
Ho Hogg
Craig Donald
Daniel Forsyth
Ashwin Prasad

Major Accounts and Product Support Manager
Southern Territory Sales
Auckland & Central North Island Territory Sales Manager
Auckland & Upper North Island Territory Manager

021 228 4196
021 592 319
027 2083 552
021 827 514

0800 367 872 | GOUGHINDUSTRIAL.CO.NZ

Delivering Exceptional
Service & Support
through our National
Branch Network

ENTRIES OPEN FOR 2019
APPRENTICE OF THE YEAR
CONCRETE APPRENTICES FROM AROUND NEW ZEALAND ARE ENCOURAGED TO SHOWCASE THEIR ABILITIES AND
DESIRE BY ENTERING THE 2019 CONCRETE INDUSTRY APPRENTICE OF THE YEAR AWARD.
Entries are now open, and apprentices can be in to win a share of
around $10,000 in prizes, as well as the sought-after title of 2019
Concrete Industry Apprentice of the Year.

Entries close Friday 06 September 2019, with details available on the
Concrete NZ website - www.concretenz.org.nz

Concrete New Zealand (NZ) chief executive Rob Gaimster believes
the rationale for establishing the award in 2017 remains relevant
- primarily the huge need for skilled concrete workers, as well as
ensuring that those thinking about a career in construction are aware
of the rewards on offer through the concrete industry.
“Within the construction sector, our industry has always found it
difficult to attract and hold-on-to qualified workers. Over recent years
this has become more of an issue with activity across residential,
commercial and civil areas remaining buoyant and therefore offering
prospective workers plenty of options.”
“The Apprentice of the Year award has a long and respected history
of recognising exemplary young people in trade training. So, to
continue to offer our own version as an incentive for those looking to
work with concrete, just makes sense,” says Rob.
The award is open to all those enrolled in, or who have recently
completed, one of the seven Building and Construction Industry
Training Organisation (BCITO) concrete based National Certificates.

Carl Hay, Will Wara and Rafaele Viafale

Xypex‘s performance-based solutions are proven
for Concrete Durability and Waterprooﬁng
through Independent Testing. Extend service life
of civil & commercial infrastructure. Reduce repairs
and future maintenance costs. Protecting reinforcing
steel, quickly self-healing, tolerating extreme hydrostatic
pressure. Proven in NZ since 1997.
Make the best long-term sustainable investment for your concrete assets.

Call 07 575 5410 or visit: www.demden.co.nz
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Concrete solutions

Your building
could be put to the
ultimate test.
So we do the same
to our steel.
At Pacific Steel, we put all our products through a rigorous testing
regime. Our dedicated laboratory has full IANZ certification and we’re
the only local manufacturer of reinforcing steel to have third party
ACRS certification. So when we say our SEISMIC® reinforcing steel is
tested to meet the AS/NZS 4671 standard, you can be sure it’s been
put to the ultimate test.

A steel bar about to be tested in one of five testing machines at our laboratory in Otahuhu.

PAC0015CCT

THE CASE FOR
CONCRETE ROADS
RE-CONFIRMED
UPDATED INFOMETRICS REPORT RESTATES 2013 CONCLUSIONS
THAT CONCRETE PAVEMENTS ARE THE MOST ECONOMICAL
OPTION OVER THE LIFE OF A ROAD.
In 2013 Wellington based economics consultancy Infometrics

Government starting to articulate with greater clarity their vision

produced a report for the then Cement and Concrete Association

for New Zealand’s transport network, Concrete NZ felt that the time

of New Zealand (CCANZ) which examined the competitiveness of

was right to ask Infometrics to update their report.

concrete pavements as the construction of the Roads of National
Significance (RoNS) got under way.

Infometrics concluded that the price volatility of oil compared with
cement is a material factor in the continued competitiveness of

The report addressed issues such as the historical changes in

concrete as a road pavement option.

the prices of petroleum products (which include bitumen) and

Petroleum product prices have risen 123 percent since 1994 and

non-metallic mineral products (covering cement and concrete), the
choice of discount rates and time horizons for roading projects,
and the outlook for future changes in prices.

look likely to continue to increase annually at 4 percent. This is
compared to a rise of just 55 percent in cement prices over the
same period, with a projected annual increase of 1.8 percent.

Infometrics found in a baseline scenario comparing the economics

In short, Infometrics’ conclusions from 2013 remain, with concrete

of asphalt and concrete roads, that concrete was around 25

still around 25 percent cheaper than the asphalt option.

percent less expensive than its asphalt counterpart.
With the RoNS approaching completion and the Labour-led

Download a copy of the 2018 version of Infometrics’ The Case for
Concrete Roads from the Concrete NZ website – www.concretenz.org.nz

CONCRETE’S
CONTRIBUTION TO
LIVING STANDARDS
BERL REPORT USES THE LIVING STANDARDS FRAMEWORK
TO ILLUSTRATE THE CONCRETE INDUSTRY’S SIGNIFICANT
CONTRIBUTION TO WELLBEING IN NEW ZEALAND.
With the change of Government in 2017, came a different way of

As such, BERL (Business and Economic Research) were

looking at how the economy and the nation are performing. An

commissioned to assess how the concrete industry is performing in

interest in broad wellbeing was signalled, rather than a focus on

terms of the Framework.

financial measures, such as GDP.

Evidence was collected to demonstrate how the concrete industry

Wellbeing was to be measured via the Treasury’s Living Standards

uses the Four Capitals to undertake activities, produce outputs and

Framework (LSF).

ultimately to secure outcomes.

The LSF holds that inter-generational wellbeing depends on the

BERL found that as a good employer the concrete industry

growth, distribution and sustainability of four interdependent

undertook innovative activities in a manner respectful to the

capitals: Human, Social, Physical & Financial, and Natural.

environment, and that while creating essential and irreplaceable

Wellbeing in the Four Capitals can be measured by indicators that
include Housing, Incomes, Jobs, Community, Education and the
Environment etc.
In the lead-up to last month’s ‘Wellbeing Budget’, Concrete NZ

outputs, the industry delivered wellbeing outcomes that are
enjoyed and sustain and grow the Four Capitals.
Concrete NZ will utilise the report to progress its relationship with
government and help navigate the policy landscape.

recognised the LSF as providing a useful way of thinking about how

Download a copy of BERL’s summary report An Assessment of

existing activities and potential investment decisions impact on

Concrete’s Contribution to Living Standards in New Zealand from

current and future wellbeing.

the Concrete NZ website – www.concretenz.org.nz
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“LOW-DAMAGE” SYSTEMS
PROVE GREAT EARTHQUAKE
PERFORMANCE
IAIN MACINTYRE
CONCRETE BUILDINGS RECENTLY CONSTRUCTED IN NEW ZEALAND WITH “LOW-DAMAGE” SYSTEMS HAVE BEEN
PROVEN CAPABLE OF WITHSTANDING EARTHQUAKES OF EVEN GREATER INTENSITY THAN THOSE THAT STRUCK
CHRISTCHURCH AND KAIKOURA.
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These are the findings of research led by QuakeCoRE, and involving

“It’s the largest and most complex test I’ve completed, on a much

the University of Auckland, University of Canterbury and China’s

larger scale than we would ever be able to achieve in New Zealand,”

Tongji University (in Shanghai), which entailed testing a two-storey

he says.

precast concrete building on one of the world’s largest and most
flexible shaking tables.

“Tests of this scale are extremely valuable. The data you can gather
from a large-scale test and what you can subsequently learn from

Utilising the shaking table, which is located within the International

it, is correspondingly immense.”

Joint Research Laboratory of Earthquake Engineering (ILEE) facilities

Dr Henry says the low-damage technology systems tested in the

at Tongji University, the ten-metre by six-metre by eight-metre high
building was subjected to about 40 different tests.
Commencing at low intensity and gradually increasing, these tests

project represent designs that have already been implemented in
New Zealand – albeit there are so far only about ten to 15 buildings
in total.

aimed to replicate a variety of forces that accurately characterise

“The main objective was to prove that what has already been

different types of earthquakes experienced in New Zealand,

implemented will achieve the desired performance. This is primarily

ranging from typical 25-year to 2,500-year return periods. These

focused at the building system level – i.e., do all the components

included sudden, intense earthquakes as potentially generated by

work as intended when connected together in a real building?”

the Wellington fault line, and long-duration subduction earthquakes
as potentially generated by a rupture of the Hikurangi fault off the
East Coast of New Zealand.

“The research should provide engineers with greater confidence
in the new low-damage technology systems used in concrete
buildings and allow them to be certain that the performance

Emphasising the testing equipment’s size has enabled the building
to be evaluated as an integrated whole rather than via testing of
its individual components. University of Auckland senior lecturer

objectives can be met – both the minimum required by the
New Zealand Building Code and enhanced objectives to maintain use
of the building and minimise repair required.”

in civil and environmental engineering and project leader Dr Rick

“It is important for engineers to introduce such systems as

Henry describes the project as “the most exciting” in his career

alternatives when discussing options with clients, particularly those

to date.

who have a long-term interest. With increased implementation in

“It’s the largest and most complex test I’ve completed, on a much larger scale than we would ever be able
to achieve in New Zealand,” Dr Rick Henry.
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“The research should provide engineers with greater confidence in the new low-damage technology systems used in concrete
buildings and allow them to be certain that the performance objectives can be met,” Dr Rick Henry.
both Wellington and Christchurch, these low-damage systems

Dr Henry says the team is now in the throes of analysing the test

are becoming more common rather than being considered novel

data to prepare reports and papers on the findings and provide

or one-off.”

recommendations.

Drawn further on certain aspects of low-damage design,

“The test has been a great way to showcase how such systems

Dr Henry confirms some system elements will require specific

can be successfully implemented. The next step for us is to work

maintenance plans.

to refine the guidance available to engineers to ensure they have

“In general, buildings are more frequently relying on devices and
gadgets that may need to be checked to ensure they are still
operational. However, this is not unique to the systems we tested
and applied to all types of new building systems.”

the right tools and expertise to be confident when implementing
the designs.”
An industry advisory group with practitioners from leading
engineering consultancies have provided valuable input to the test

While noting the focus of the research was on the structural

objectives and building design of the project.

system and so did not consider other aspects of the Building Code

Dr Henry was supported on this project by Tongji University’s

relating to durability or fire, Dr Henry nonetheless adds that “given
such buildings have already been built there is evidence that all
requirements can be satisfactorily met.”
According to the research team, no similar tests to those
undertaken in this project have previously been conducted on
New Zealand construction methods. Thus, they observe, it has not
always been possible to determine in the past if a design would
perform as expected when considering the entire building system.
Furthermore, the research work is understood to have raised
Chinese interest in New Zealand construction practice and
seismic design methods – such as using post-tensioned precast
concrete walls.

researchers Geoff Rodgers (University of Canterbury) and Ken
Elwood (University of Auckland) serving as Associate Investigators,
and with University of Auckland’s Yiqiu Lu having co-ordinated
and supervised the building construction and testing at Tongji
University.
QuakeCoRE, ILEE and the Ministry of Business, Innovation and
Employment (MBIE) have collectively provided about $500,000 in
funding to the project.
ILEE and QuakeCoRE commenced a partnership in 2016, which has
provided New Zealand researchers with the opportunity to access
some of the world’s largest and most sophisticated earthquake

Having completed the testing phase of the project this January,
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DUNEDIN 10-12 OCTOBER 2019

REGISTRATIONS OPENING SOON
www.theconcreteconference.co.nz
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
DR ANDY DAVIDS
RENOWNED TALL
BUILDINGS EXPERT
THE ART AND SCIENCE
OF THE WORLD’S TALLEST
BUILDINGS

DAVID ROWLAND
NCTIR COASTAL
STRUCTURES TEAM LEAD
MOVING MOUNTAINS
TO RECONNECT
COMMUNITIES

KEEPING
CONCRETE
AFFORDABLE
JAMES MACKECHNIE
AS SUITABLE SAND FOR CONCRETE BECOMES HARDER
TO FIND, A RESEARCH PROGRAMME TO REVIEW THE
ALKALI LIMITS IN CONCRETE MAY ALSO LEAD TO
BETTER TESTS FOR INDUSTRY.
Aggregate in concrete is not chemically inert. It reacts to provide
better bonding between the cement matrix and aggregate, which
enhances the strength and stiffness of concrete.

PRESSURE FROM SHORTAGES LED TO REQUEST TO
INCREASE CONCRETE ALKALI LIMIT
However, shortage of suitable sand for concrete in the Auckland-

However, some reactions between cement and certain reactive

Waikato region put concrete producers under pressure to use

aggregates can cause expansion and cracking of concrete

highly reactive sand from the Waikato River.

structures, which can compromise the engineering properties
of concrete and lead to a loss of strength and stiffness. These
reactions between alkalis, mainly from the cement, and aggregate
are generally referred to as Alkali-Silica Reactions (ASR).
Three conditions must be present to cause ASR-induced cracking
of concrete structures – reactive aggregates, alkalis and sufficient
moisture. Figure 1 illustrates this process.

In 2016, producers also reported increasing demand for highearly-strength structural concrete. This placed additional strain
on the supply of suitable sand, making it increasingly difficult to
manufacture normal concrete below the recommended alkali limit.
As a consequence, producers asked CCANZ to increase the
concrete alkali limit to 2.7 kg/m³ to facilitate the use of Waikato
River sand in normal concrete. The increase would raise the
maximum cement content from 415 kg/m³ to 465 kg/m³ (Figure 2).
It’s a change that would cover almost all cement contents used in
construction and precast concrete.

Figure 1: The alkali-silica reaction process in concrete.

GUIDANCE ON RISK AND REACTIVITY LIMITS
New Zealand proactively controls ASR in concrete by limiting
the alkali levels in Portland cement and identifying sources of

Figure 2: Maximum cement content for different cement and aggregate reactivity.

potentially reactive aggregate. In 1991, Concrete NZ (then CCANZ)
published TR 3 Alkali Silica Reaction – Minimising the Risk of Damage
to Concrete – Guidance Notes and Recommended Practice. This was
the first New Zealand guide to recommend limiting concrete
alkali content, rather than cement alkali content, when using
reactive aggregate.
Since local volcanic aggregates were found to be highly reactive,
the guidance adopted a conservative concrete alkali limit of
2.5 kg/m³, lower than most international standards for similar
reactive aggregates.

CURRENTLY TESTING CONCRETE’S LIMITS
In 2016, backed by funding from the Ministry of Business,
Innovation and Employment, BRANZ and industry, CCANZ convened
a working party to address these issues and update the guidance.
The working group began a test programme to find out how
concrete alkali contents higher than 2.5 kg/m³ affect the risk of
alkali-aggregate reaction damage.
The programme follows internationally accepted testing protocols
and focuses on a blend of Waikato River sand and Hunua
greywacke mixed with type GP cement. Aggregate of known
reactivity from the Auckland market as well as samples of reactive

14 concrete
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and non-reactive aggregates from around New Zealand and
Australia provided a comparison.

SOME INITIAL FINDINGS
The working party will undertake a full review of findings when

Our current understanding of the causes and extent of ASR in New

the research concludes in late 2019, but results to date suggest

Zealand is mostly based on laboratory investigation. This involves a

the following:

combination of petrographic examinations and quick chemical and
accelerated mortar bar expansion tests together with studies of
in-service structures with ASR damage.

•
•

experienced laboratories.

undergone significant development in recent years, and much of

A typical test protocol starts with quick screening methods and
progresses to more long-term techniques (see Figure 3).

Chemical analysis methods, such as ASTM C289, are reliable
for most New Zealand aggregates but must be carried out by

Internationally, knowledge and experience with ASR in concrete has
that understanding was adopted for the research programme.

Petrographic analysis remains the easiest method to assess the
potential reactivity of aggregate.

•

Rapid mortar bar tests may overestimate the reactivity of some
aggregates but are useful for screening new aggregate sources.

•

Long-term concrete prism tests can reliably assess ASR but must
consider trends rather than compare results with published criteria.

•

Research can produce consistent trends for material
combinations, despite comparing laboratory techniques and
varying characterisation of Portland cement.

The review is also likely to consider recommendations for further
action, including updating the TR 3 guidance. Any increase in
concrete alkali limits will be based on credible scientific evidence.
The recommendations are also likely to include methods to enable
quarries and concrete suppliers to use the research programme’s
Figure 3: A typical alkali-silica reaction test protocol used in the research
programme.

test framework to assess potentially reactive aggregates.
©BRANZ. From Build 169, Dec 2018, www.buildmagazine.nz
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EARTHQUAKE STRENGTHENING

ISAAC HOUSE PRESERVED
FORMERLY A NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, ISAAC HOUSE IS A PRIME EXAMPLE OF GEORGIAN REVIVAL
ARCHITECTURE THAT WAS OPENED IN 1926. FOLLOWING THE FEBRUARY 2011 EARTHQUAKE IT HAS BECOME
“ONE OF THE BEACONS FOR STRENGTHENING AND PRESERVING CHRISTCHURCH’S BUILT PAST” BECAUSE OF THE
MINIMAL PHYSICAL AND MATERIAL INTERVENTIONS REQUIRED TO BRING IT UP TO CODE.

This rescued and restored heritage building is a five-storey

allowed the main structure and heritage exterior to be retained

reinforced concrete structure which includes a basement below a

while maintaining the original internal envelope. Repairing the

three-storey frame, and a top floor of timber with a mansard slate

damaged concrete columns provided further strengthening.

roof. It featured shear wall construction with an unreinforced brick
infill and façade, and had been earmarked for demolition as part
of the planned convention centre following the 2011 earthquake.
However, this decision was reversed when the Canterbury
Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA) removed the designation, to
allow it to stand.
It had been extensively damaged, however. Engineers found
that the majority of the lateral load resistance was at the rear of
the building, which meant substantial torsional movement had
occurred during the earthquake shaking. This obviously increased
damage to the existing concrete frames.

Due to site constraints sprayed concrete was used, which allowed
for more efficient application to the internal structure and
eliminated the need for internal formwork and the application of
hydrostatic forces to the retained exterior façade. These solutions
removed potential damage to the heritage fabric and eliminated
significant amounts of waste, temporary construction materials,
and scaffolding.
However, this alternative approach also required a number of
reviews, including several test panels and process adjustments,
to prove that the concrete mix could be pumped and sprayed and
still achieve adhesion. Varying wall thicknesses and reinforcement

Structural engineers at WSP Opus specified new reinforced

content, as well as different materials used in the building, provided

concrete walls within the building. The new strengthening design

some challenges, but once procedures for these variances were

called for replacing the single internal wythe and cavity with

established and approved the spraying was completed very quickly

reinforced concrete walls tied to the remaining solid brick. This

and efficiently.
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EARTHQUAKE STRENGTHENING

ROSE CHAPEL STRENGTHENED
THE HISTORIC ROSE CHAPEL IS A WELL-KNOWN, SINGLE STOREY MASONRY CHURCH IN CENTRAL
CHRISTCHURCH WHICH WAS BUILT IN 1911 BUT BADLY DAMAGED IN THE 2011 CANTERBURY EARTHQUAKES.
HERITAGE NEW ZEALAND DEFINES IT AS A CATEGORY 2 HISTORIC PLACE, SO ANY REPAIR AND STRENGTHENING
WORK HAD TO BE CARRIED OUT SYMPATHETICALLY.

Originally constructed from 450 mm thick walls with a combination

Vestibule wall wythes were therefore replaced with 200 mm thick

of bluestone and Oamaru stone facades and a brick inner wythe,

reinforced concrete ones, with 300 mm thick piers adjacent to large

some seismic strengthening had been undertaken in 1994.

openings - reinforced concrete was chosen for its stiffness and

However, in 2011 the three main gable walls collapsed, and as a

compatibility with the original structure. The stone façade was tied

result the entire vestibule roof failed, and part of the mezzanine

to the new reinforced concrete walls with a 400 mm x 400 mm grid

floor was damaged.

of stainless steel anchors.

Following a deconstruction that included stained glass window

New, 1200 mm deep foundation beams were added to support the

shards and assorted loose masonry being carefully matched,

new walls, and tied to existing foundations.

strengthening work was able to begin. WSP Opus were selected as
architects and structural engineers for the project.

Throughout design and construction it was critical to retain the
building’s heritage fabric as much as possible. Reinforced concrete

During initial reconstruction, the building was still considered

forming meant that in several instances further deconstruction

earthquake prone, so robust and specific health and safety plans

of heritage elements was able to be avoided and new structural

had to be developed and implemented to ensure everyone’s safety.

elements could be designed to suit.

All gable walls and the entire inner wythes in the vestibule needed

Through careful integration of what is effectively a new concrete

to be rebuilt. Due to heritage requirements, repairs had to be

structure with an existing historic one, this revitalisation project

sympathetic but comply with the target strengthening of 67% NBS

demonstrates a sustainable building approach that will benefit

(New Building Standard).

future generations.
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ALLUM STREET HOUSE
INSPIRED BY ‘CASE STUDY HOUSES’ FROM MID-20TH CENTURY AMERICA, THIS HOME WAS BUILT ON A
STEEP SOUTH-SLOPING SECTION IN AUCKLAND’S KOHIMARAMA, WHICH PRESENTED MANY CHALLENGES
FOR DORRINGTON ATCHESON ARCHITECTS.
Images: Emma-Jane Hetherington
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This project was primarily completed in concrete for both aesthetic and sustainability reasons.

Case Study Houses were designed to deliver cost effective

rules. Spaces between these formed small courtyards, including

structures using clean lines and simple materials, often through

one facing north.

techniques learned in World War Two. They usually applied
industrial materials to residential properties - especially glass, steel
and concrete, which with wood, are used extensively here.

This project was primarily completed in concrete for both aesthetic
and sustainability reasons. Insulated concrete was used both
externally and internally, meaning no secondary materials were

To achieve privacy when overlooked from the north by a tall,

required. Concrete walls and floors internally allow for solar gain,

monolithic structure, the Kohimarama dwelling was twisted and

and windows have been carefully placed to allow maximum sunlight

shaped into three main volumes to comply with height-to-boundary

penetration in winter. This has meant less construction costs, less

The tilt-slab concrete walls appear as “blades” defining voids that feature full-height glazing,
and cross ventilation ensures fresh air is circulated throughout the house.
VOLUME 60 ISSUE 3
1
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waste during the building process, and lower mechanical heating
requirements in cooler months. In line with modern green building
practices, a stormwater retention system is in use for
the garden.
The tilt-slab concrete walls appear as “blades” defining voids that
feature full-height glazing, with cross ventilation ensuring fresh air
is circulated throughout the house.
Steel roof trusses and a raw steel balustrade, softened by plywood
ceilings, pay homage to the popular industrial theme, while the
irregular placement of the three distinct areas has been carefully
designed to create a sense of discovery when walking through.

ARCHITECT

DORRINGTON ATCHESON

		ARCHITECTS (DAA)
CONTRACTOR PRACTEC LTD

WATERTIGHT CONCRETE

JUST ADD WATER

Sika® WT-200 P CRYSTALLINE ADMIXTURE

Sika 1388

Concrete containing this globally proven admixture self-heals cracks, even when under extreme hydrostatic pressure.
And the crystals reactivate whenever water is present. It’s 110 years of Sika global waterproofing expertise, crystallised.
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Understanding the qualities and advantages of concrete allowed for a sophisticated,
heat pump-driven floor slab matrix to warm or cool the house.

MATTHEWS HOUSE
THIS SUBSTANTIAL HOUSE ON A NARROW, URBAN CLIFFTOP SITE NEEDED CAREFUL ORIENTATION AND
SCREENING FROM ITS NEIGHBOURS, WHILE ALSO OPTIMISING VIEWS AND SUN.
Images: Patrick Reynolds Photography
VOLUME 60 ISSUE 3
1
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Due to the site’s proximity to neighbours and its narrow profile, precast concrete wings maintain privacy
without blocking the view or the sun to either residents or neighbours.

Architect Malcolm Walker felt concrete was the obvious

Intricate and elegant cast concrete forms allowed for different

construction material for its thermal stability, comfort, durability

scales externally. Concrete was also chosen for the bespoke screen

and long life in an exposed marine situation.

at the entry loggia, serving as a ventilated wall that separates the

Understanding the qualities and advantages of concrete allowed
for a sophisticated, heat pump-driven floor slab matrix to warm or
cool the house – unachievable without the thermal mass offered by

garage and guestroom from the main house and conservatory.
Elements were individually cast and hand laid, with the finish left as
the blocks came off the mould.

concrete, the architect believes. All panels have integral insulation

Due to the site’s proximity to neighbours and its narrow profile,

and were left natural on both sides, giving a “raw” feeling softened

precast concrete wings maintain privacy without blocking the view

by jarrah ceilings, flooring and screens.

or the sun to either residents or neighbours. These have the added
advantage of directing views towards the cliff and harbour.

ARCHITECT

MALCOLM WALKER ARCHITECTS

CONTRACTOR COTTER CONSTRUCTION

This design has delivered a stable, comfortable and personal house
with “a strong materiality and intimacy” that isn’t always associated
with buildings that showcase the sustainable and environmental
benefits of concrete.
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Image: Chris Loufte Photography

WIRELESS
CONCRETE
SENSORS
Monitor (early real time) development
of concrete temperature and strength
with SmartRock2TM wireless
concrete sensors.

0800 422 692 | www.canzac.com
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PONSONBY HOUSE
THIS CONTEMPORARY CONCRETE HOUSE IN AUCKLAND’S INNER-CITY POSITIONS ITSELF COMFORTABLY
BESIDE NEIGHBOURING VILLAS, CHARACTERISED BY WELCOMING ENTRANCES AND OPEN VERANDAHS.
Image: Philippe Lods
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Litecrete lightweight precast concrete panels were chosen for the external and internal walls as they had
in-built insulation (provided by the pumice aggregate used in the mix), which meant that NZ Building Code
requirements were met, and the panels could be exposed.

The owners’ brief was for a house on a flat site facing north;

The flat site was excavated at the rear to have the living spaces on

the concept for which was based on a 75 mm high pounamu

a level lower than the street. To achieve a contrast, the pool was

(greenstone) sculpture, celebrated for its rich interior life and

then elevated.

capacity to hold light.

Litecrete lightweight precast concrete panels (220 mm thick) were

Litecrete precast walls allow the ‘fair-faced’ concrete finish to be

chosen for the external and internal walls as they had in-built

visible externally and internally. Double-glazed windows were

insulation (provided by the pumice aggregate used in the mix),

used to frame the openings in the concrete walls, while a grid

which meant that NZ Building Code requirements were met, and the

arrangement, combined with the concrete finishes, provide a gritty

panels could be exposed.

European aesthetic.

The smooth exterior finish, complete with a subtle custom-made

A pair of solid gable-roofed building blocks, which occupy the middle

‘in-situ’ square pattern, is contrasted with the more rustic rough-

of the site, have been spliced and slid along the central axis to give

sawn timber finish of the in-situ concrete in the stairwell. To

a large plan width in the middle. Spacious outside courtyards were

ensure continuity across these finishes the owner was adamant

then possible in both the sunny north-west - connecting through the

that lifting eyes in the precast panels were to be hidden.

glazed screens to indoors, and south-east re-entrant corners.

The owners have succeeded in creating a piece of architecture that,

The front porch differs from surrounding houses, not fully open to

like the small precious object that was the catalyst for the design,

the street, but allowing the front door to be accessed indirectly.

manipulates light to enhance the interior experience.
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DESIGNER

D ROSS BROWN
(ROSSO DESIGN)

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER MORCONSULT LTD

Image: Philip Archer - Litecrete Systems
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BUILDER

DAVID O’BRIEN LTD

PRECAST

LITECRETE SYSTEMS

ONWARDS AND
UPWARDS FOR
FORMER CONCRETE
APPRENTICES
IAIN MACINTYRE
WITH ENTRIES NOW OPEN FOR THE 2019 CONCRETE INDUSTRY APPRENTICE OF THE YEAR, IT IS AN OPPORTUNE
TIME TO TOUCH BASE WITH THE AWARD’S FIRST TWO WINNERS AND GAIN A BRIEF INSIGHT AS TO THEIR ROLES,
VIEWPOINTS AND AMBITIONS.
Inaugural 2017 winner, Eastern Bay Concrete foreman Carl Hay,

who are enrolled in, or who have recently completed, one of seven

describes a key change of heart he had on formal qualifications

BCITO concrete-based apprenticeships - see page 6.

and the upward path that decision has since taken him.
Similarly, 2018 winner, Formstress Precast foreman Will Wara, talks
about how much growth and enjoyment he has personally gained
from his training, and how he is now sharing that opportunity with
his colleagues.

HAY - “GET YOUR TICKETS”
A younger proponent of “I don’t need a ticket”, inaugural 2017
Concrete Industry Apprentice of the Year, Carl Hay, has seen his
overall career and personal enjoyment of his work flourish since
changing gears a few years ago.

Keen to gain even-higher qualifications, both former Apprentices
of the Year have set their ambitions on advancing to more-senior
management roles within their companies as well as to soon
owning their own homes.

Now a foreman with Eastern Bay Concrete, Carl first entered the
industry after leaving secondary school about 15 years ago. Having
returned from Australia after one of several sojourns into other
sectors, he was given an ultimatum when seeking to re-join the

The Concrete Industry Apprentice of the Year is open to all of those

Opotiki-based firm.

UNDER SLAB
VAPOUR BARRIER
Specify with confidence - StegoTM Wrap.
•
•
•
•

Easy and reliable installation
Life of the building protection
Longevity strength
Exceptional tear and puncture resistance

0800 422 692 | www.canzac.com
Designated Trademarks are used under license from Stego Industries, LLC
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Carl Hay of Eastern Bay Concrete in Opotiki, the 2016 Concrete Industry Apprentice of the Year.

“My old boss said, “If you come back, then you’ve got to get a ticket,”
says Carl.

management and/or business management.

“When I was younger I was always the one who said ‘why do I need
a bit of paper?’ But my boss needed someone on the ground who
knew what was going on and there was talk of me being pushed up
the hierarchy and into management.”

within Eastern Bay Concrete and potentially become a shareholder

Having not looked back since, Carl says he relishes both the variety
and sense of achievement provided by his work.
“At Eastern Bay Concrete we have our own diggers and Bobcats, so
we can do everything – we’ll walk onto a bare site and leave it with
a finished house or driveway. One day I can be on a machine, the
next I’ll be placing and finishing a house slab and the next I’ll be
batching concrete.”

He also has ambitions to move into higher management positions
or part-owner of the company.
“I’m very happy at Eastern Bay Concrete, as I know there is a future
for me here and the opportunity to move up. I’ve learnt so much
at Eastern Bay Concrete – they are the ones who have got me to
where I am.”
Having had two children since winning the apprenticeship award,
Carl says he and his partner are striving to buy their first house in
the next six months to a year.
Reflecting on his own experiences, Carl has some simple parting

“Satisfaction also comes from seeing what you can achieve. You
place and finish a house slab in a day and you know you have
produced something that is going to be there for 50-plus years.”

advice: “The more tickets you have, the easier it is to get a job and

Such experiences have only been enhanced since Carl became

likely it is you are going to get that pay rise!”

qualified to take on greater responsibilities.

to get further ahead in life – and at the end of the day, if the boss
knows that you’re qualified and what you can produce, the more

WARA - SEIZING EVERY OPPORTUNITY

“Today, for example, I’ve got three different jobs on the go. So,

Concrete Industry Apprentice of the Year in 2018, Will Wara, is

my role as foreman is to complete the quote and then make sure

rapt with the personal growth and experiences he has had since

I have the right people on the right jobs and that those jobs are

joining the industry about five years ago and has every intention to

progressing as they should.”

continue at full throttle.

“In the last couple of years, we’ve been doing a lot of commercial

This includes a focus on training, with the Formstress Precast

work for the kiwifruit packhouses around here – new floors,

Concrete foreman having completed Level 2 and Level 3 BCITO

through roads and driveways, as well as a large office building. As

national certificates and about to embark on Level 4, not to

foreman, I’ve been a lot more involved across the entire project.”

mention planning Level 5.

Having completed Level 3 and Level 4 BCITO national certificates,

“With the BCITO you’re working while you study – there’s no better

Carl now has his sights set on a qualification in project

way to do it,” he says.
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“I don’t have to leave work and go to classes at the polytech – I can
do a bit of study at home and a bit at work, because I’m basically
learning on the job.”
“If, for example, I went to the Manukau Institute of Technology to
do the bookwork, I wouldn’t be able to complete half of what I do
now. You’ve got to be ‘in it’ every day, and that’s what I’m doing.”
Currently overseeing about 40 employees, Will enthuses about the
wider benefits of “training on all levels” being undertaken at the
Waiuku (Auckland)-based business.
“For example, workers within the company have put up gantry
cranes instead of outsourcing the task. So that’s a new skill we’ve
learned; an experience you wouldn’t get at your average job.”
“While Formstress has always offered training, what I’ve brought in is
training across the board. Not just BCITO qualifications, but training
in everything from using a hammer right up to finishing concrete.”

Will Wara of Formstress Precast in Wiauku, the 2017 Concrete Industry
Apprentice of the Year.

“We offer a lot of training and a lot of different avenues.”
In that vein, Will says Formstress has engaged about a dozen school

“There’s just so much to it. Even though I’ve learned a lot, I’m still

leavers in recent times, who it has put onto BCITO Level 2 certificates.

learning every day – there is a lot that I don’t know.”

“And they’re motivated – they’re getting paid, learning and working

Grateful for the personal opportunity for development provided

towards an apprenticeship at the same time. It’s the ideal way to
learn – physically and mentally.”
The positive approach to training taken at Formstress does cause
Will to reflect on his own journey after he left school, which saw

at Formstress, Will says he is looking to continue to grow on a
professional and personal level through his own training and “see
how far it takes me”.
“The way things are going I’m definitely keen to stick around with

him work in hospitality and then in sales before embarking on

Formstress and just learn as much as I can – hopefully I’ll take my

overseas travel.

boss’s job, that would be awesome,” he quips with a smile.

“I wish someone had taken me out of school to do the BCITO

Regarding the family front, Will says a current major focus for his

qualifications when I was 15 or 16. I wish I’d just come straight into

wife and two children is to “knuckle down” to achieve the purchase

the concrete industry.”

of their own house in Auckland within the next few years.

10

YEAR

warranty
available

JOINT
FREE SLABS
An innovative method for large areas
of slab on grade.
• Save on materials and construction cost
• Save on time and labour
• Prevent additional maintenance

0800 422 692 | www.canzac.com
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The cast ‘patiki’ motifs on the concrete side barriers of the bridge over the floodplain.

REPLACING OLD BRIDGES
RICHARD SILCOCK
THE OLD NARROW CONCRETE BRIDGES OVER THE MANAWATU RIVER AND SURROUNDING FLOODPLAIN JUST
SOUTH OF FOXTON ON STATE HIGHWAY 1 (SH1) ARE BEING REPLACED AT A COST OF $75 MILLION.
The Manawatu River rises in the nearby Ruahine Range and flows

vehicles (HPMV) or some oversize loads and these operators

180-kilometres westward through the Manawatu Gorge and out

currently have to make a detour via SH57 to avoid crossing them.”

across the Manawatu plain to the Tasman Sea.

The contract to design and construct the new bridges was awarded

It is fast flowing and prior to remedial work with the construction of

to Fletcher’s Civil Division, Brian Perry Civil (BPC) in December

high stopbanks and a floodway passage (the Moutoa floodway), it

2016 with Novare Design as design consultants, Arup as geotech

regularly flooded the low-lying surrounding farmland and the tidal

engineers and BBO as the client’s principal advisor.

estuary near Foxton.*

Enabling works and construction commenced in May 2017 along

The existing short concrete bridge over the river itself was

with the repositioning of the main gas pipe and other utilities which

constructed in1942 and the one-kilometre long, narrow, concrete

were attached to the old bridges. ***

bridge over the floodplain was built in 1943.**

A temporary ‘staging bridge’ across the river was also constructed to

Replacement was a priority, as both structures show structural

provide a separate river crossing for heavy project vehicles so that

deterioration and are very near the end of their economic life. The

traffic using SH1 was not impacted.

narrowness is also regarded as a safety issue given the increased
amount of traffic now using the highway.
“The primary purpose for replacing these bridges is to improve
safety and efficiency,” says Ross I’Anson, NZTA’s regional transport
systems manager for the Manawatu area.
“These new bridges will be stronger, wider and require far less
maintenance.”

When Contractor visited the site in late January, construction was
well advanced, with the piling complete, all the piers in position and
work on the super structure ahead of schedule.
Some 800-metres in total length, 12.76-metres wide and eightmetres above the riverbed, the two bridges and the embankment
between are considerably higher than the existing structures.
“For the 17-span bridge over the floodplain there are 18 two-

“Also, there is a restriction on heavy load vehicles as neither of the

column reinforced concrete piers in total siting on 1.2 to 1.5

existing bridges is able to accommodate high productivity motor

diametre bored piles sunk to a depth of between 20-30 metres into
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The piles for the floodplain bridge advance southwards. The old existing bridge is on the left.

compacted sand,” says Steve Beddow, BPC’s project manager for the

Contracting for use in constructing the embankment, abutments and

construction.

for pre-loading compaction purposes.

“For the six-span river bridge there are 25 piles, 2.1-metres in

Stan Goodman, of Goodman Contractors says they had four dozers

diametre and seven single column reinforced concrete piers. All of

and a number of track excavators carrying out this work, with a fleet

the piers are topped by cast insitu concrete crossheads.”

of 10 Moxys transporting the sand to site.

Steve says that to ensure absolute accuracy the crossheads were

Due to the nature of the ground, ground strengthening was required

levelled by jacks mounted on brackets attached to the pier columns.

in areas under the abutments. This was done using a continuous

“Where we were working above the river, the pile casings were held
vertically in place by a guide-frame braced to the staging while we

flight auger, with some 1000 holes drilled over a period of six
months and each filled with concrete. Structural geotextiles were

installed the reinforcing steel cages and pumped in the concrete,

used beneath the embankment.

with some 240-tonnes used.”

“Using this method allowed us to pump concrete into the drilled hole

A 250-tonne crane was used to lift and place the super-tee beams

while still drilling,” says Steve.

which are pre-cast concrete, 37-metres long and weighing some 65

“When the required depth is reached the auger is withdrawn, leaving

tonnes each. The decking will be 200 mm insitu reinforced concrete.

the concrete to solidify. With the holes all close together we have in-

By comparison to the old bridges, the new bridges have fewer piers.

effect created a continuous underground concrete wall.”

“This allows for a better unhindered flow of the river and being

Each bridge will provide for two lanes of traffic (one lane each way),

further apart the piers are less likely to snag old trees and other

wide shoulders to allow for cyclists and a separating wire rope

debris washed down in a flood situation,” says Steve.

central barrier.

All of the pre-cast was manufactured at Fletcher’s pre-cast plant near

NZTA’s principal project manager, Glen Prince says planning and

Otaihanga, which also supplied components for the construction of

construction was preceded by significant consultation with the

the Kapiti Expressway.

Horowhenua District Council, Regional Council and other community

The surrounding low-lying floodplain is of sandy/peat composition,

stakeholders.

crisscrossed by wetlands and the remnants of dykes from which,

“As much of the land is historically significant to Maori, with a

during the course of excavation work, hundreds of eels were caught

number of culturally sensitive sites, we worked closely with the local

and returned to the river.

iwi to identify known sites and plan accordingly,” adds Glen.

Some 350,000 cubic-metres of material has been excavated from

“During excavation work we also have Maori observers (kaitiaki) on

a nearby site south of the river by sub-contractors, Goodman

site in case unknown sites or middens are discovered.”
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Pouring concrete for the bridge crossheads required a continuous feed of mixed concrete from a fleet of trucks and overhead gantry.

“In further recognition of the association Maori have with the region,

Local reaction to the new bridges has been applauded by both local

we have cast a patiki (fish) design on the bridge’s concrete outer side

authorities and the public, with the Horowhenua District Council

barriers, signifying the connection to the river as an important food

mayor, Michael Feyen saying in a local paper that the council

resource.”

welcomed the bridge replacements as it would be far safer.

A concrete underpass has been constructed to allow cattle to pass

Jonathan Bhana-Thomson, chief executive of the NZ Heavy Haulage

between grazing pasture on either side of the central embankment

Association, says their industry also looks forward to the bridges

and several farm access roads have also been upgraded.

being completed.

Construction cost is around $60 million, with feasibility, planning,

“We had discussions with the project design team and have been

consenting, design and property requisition costs adding another

assured that overweight loads will be able to travel within a traffic

$15 million. No private dwellings have been directly affected by the

lane over the bridges and not impede traffic flow,” says Jonathan.

construction.

“Over-dimension loads will still require management of traffic when

Paving of the highway tie-ins at either end of the bridges will be

crossing, but we welcome the improvement these new bridges will

carried out by Higgins to NZTA highway specification and the bridges

provide as it allows us to use this section of SH1 and negate any

are expected to be largely completed ahead of schedule and ready

need to travel the longer and restricted SH57 route.”

for traffic by October this year, despite three floods delaying work
during the early stages of construction.

Should traffic capacity increase significantly in the future, provision
has been made for the construction of a replica second bridge on

The old bridge structures will be demolished following the opening

the site of the old structures, with the two split between north and

of the new bridges. ****

south-bound traffic.

CONTRACTOR MAGAZINE & CONTRAFED PUBLISHING
Contractor magazine is the voice of the New Zealand civil contracting industry. It
NEW ZEALAND’S CIVIL CONTRACTING INDUSTRY MAGAZINE

M A RC H 2 0 1 9

$8.95

provides readers with the news and views, along with in-depth coverage of projects
underway throughout the country. The magazine also profiles prominent people and
businesses within the civil contracting industry.
Contrafed Publishing is an independent industry magazine publisher. The shareholders
established the company in 1976 for its founding title, Contractor, and have continued
to support the company ever since. Over time, and as resources have allowed, titles
have been added to the portfolio, which now includes: New Zealand Quarrying &

Mining (Q&M), EnergyNZ and Local Government (LG) magazines.

Compact
and nimble

Concrete NZ is proud to a shareholder of Contrafed Publishing along with Civil
Contractors New Zealand, Aggregate & Quarry Association (AQA), New Zealand Heavy
Haulage Association, Crane Association of New Zealand and Rural Contractors

The new
McCloskey I34R

Cont 1903.indb 1
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A crane lowering a pile casing into the river from a temporary support structure prior to driving it 20-30 metres into the river bed.

FOOTNOTES
* The town of Foxton, some five-kilometres to the north lies on the

central section collapsing as a result of flooding undermining

banks of a shallow largely stagnant ‘loop’ waterway which was the

the piers.

original course of the Manawatu River.

The original wooden ‘Whirokino trestle’ over the floodplain was

In the late 1800s through until the 1950s Foxton was a thriving river

opened in April 1939 and replaced by the existing concrete

port for coastal scows loading flax from the nearby flax plantations

structure in 1943 at a cost of £50,000. It has 90, 12.2-metre spans

and mills, however following the 1942 Masterton earthquake, severe
flooding and the construction of the ‘Whirokino Cut’ by the Works

set on concrete piles. In 1961 the Moutoa flood control gates were
constructed upstream to channel water down the 10-kilometre,

Dept, when 370,000 cubic-metres of soil was removed to create a

600-metre wide Moutoa floodway.

floodway, the river altered course to its present path, cutting the

*** The gas pipe has now been buried underground and was

township off from the river. (Ref. Foxton Historical Society)

accomplished using a thrust boring machine.

** During the 1800s the river was crossed by ferry. The original

**** Consideration was given to using the old bridges as a separate

wooden bridge over the river, which had a removable middle section

cycleway, however it was decided to incorporate a wider shoulder

to allow scows to pass through, was constructed in 1900. It was

on the new bridges to provide for cyclists and upgrade the existing

replaced in 1942 by the existing concrete structure, following the

cycleway as a part of this project.

This article appears courtesy of Contrafed Publishing and originally appeared in the March 2019 issue of Contractor.
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LINCOM GROUP - CONCRETE
WASHOUT RECLAIM PLANT
Lincom is a leading provider of material processing
• The Rapid reclaimer discharges the cementitious
water into the dirty water pit where its continually

equipment and services for the environmental, construction,
infrastructure, forestry, recycling, quarrying and mining

stirred to keep the spent cement fine particles in

industries.

suspension.

The new system combines equipment from manufacturers

• This feed slurry is them pumped into the OFS

Rapid and OFS to deliver consistent and efficient concrete

recessed chamber filter press where the fines are

reclaiming within a smaller footprint.

captured and compacted to form filter cake

Under the Lincom Group, Rapid International’s concrete

• At the end of the cycle, these filter cakes fall into
the void below where they are removed as waste
or for beneficial reuse.
• The cleaned water, known as filtrate, is captured
and returned to the clean water pit for use in
further concrete batches and for reuse in the
reclaimers washing and separation process.
• So the cycle repeats.

reclaimer and an advanced filter press from Ostwald
Filtration Systems (OFS) have combined their respective
engineering technologies into a single-solution, turn-key
reclaim unit for the concrete industry.
With the Rapid concrete washout reclaim unit taking waste
concrete and deconstructing it back into base sand and
aggregate components, and the OFS filter system recovering
grey water by filtering and compressing dewatered cement
fines into manageable ‘cake’ form, the system solves a
variety of issues for concrete producers.
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The well-attended demo day organised by Lincom Group

During the filtration cycle, clean filtrate is continually

saw attendees get an up-close look at the Lincom Concrete

returned to the clean water storage pond for reuse, while

Washout Reclaim System; the first of its kind in New Zealand.

dewatered cakes of spent cement fines drop to the void

The Rapid reclaimer is capable of processing up to 20 cubicmetres of concrete slurry per hour, if fed continuously at a
constant feed rate.

below the filter press at the end of each cycle ready for
transport away by a wheeled loader. An automated shaker
plate ensures even discharge of the cakes into the bin below,
and the filtration cycle is fully automated allowing it to run

Sand and aggregates are separated within the reclaimer,

out of hours to dewater the stored cementitious slurry.

with the dewatered sand conveyed by twin hydraulic screws

The system harvests water for industrial reuse, meaning

to one pile, while the washed aggregates exit via a belt

that Firth isn’t relying on mains supplied water as they have

conveyor to another separate pile. The cementitious water

done in the past. Ponds filled with high-alkaline water used

overflows the adjustable weirs and is piped via gravity to an

to need to be cleaned out regularly by necessity too, but the

agitated storage pond.

OFS system is a ‘single touch’ process.

Similarly, the German-designed and manufactured OFS

The set-up consists of existing infrastructure, such as

recessed chamber filter press uses another proven solid/
liquid separation technology. Unlike a traditional settling
pond system with its large footprint, the filter press is a

multiple settling ponds. These will be left in-situ in this
instance as the Rapid and OFS system means better traffic
management through the site regardless.

much more compact solution where the dirty water is

For more information visit the Lincom Group website -

pumped from the agitated storage pond.

www.lincom.co.nz

SIKA IS NOW A SUPPLIER
OF EMSEAL EXPANSION
JOINTS IN NZ
In December 2017, the Sika Group acquired Emseal Joint Systems Ltd, a USA
based company that manufactures an innovative range of expansion joint
products for the construction and refurbishment industries.
The Emseal range fills what has traditionally been a large gap in joint sealing
products - they are ideally suited to filling joints wider than 30mm. Typically
Emseal pre-compressed sealants and expansion joints are installed where there is
a need for a waterproof, fire rated, trafficked or seismic rated seal in large joints.
“Sika is already a leader in fully compatible basement to roof waterproofing,
seismic strengthening and bridge refurbishment systems and having the Emseal
range in our joint sealing portfolio will enable us to provide an even more
comprehensive range of bespoke solutions” says Mike Edwards, Sika NZ’s
General Manager.
For more information on the Emseal range, or to see samples, contact your local
Sika representative or visit www.sika.co.nz
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REBAR TIER FASTER AND MORE POWER
THE NEW MAX® TWINTIER™ RB441T REBAR TIER CAN TIE REBAR FASTER AND WITH MORE POWER THAN
EVER BEFORE! THIS IS THE SIXTH GENERATION TOOL FROM MAX® JAPAN AND BY FAR THE BEST!
The MAX® TwinTier™ works at double the speed and
produces double the number of ties from a single roll of wire
than the previous model and far exceeds that of any of its
competitors.
The MAX® TwinTier’s “dual wire feeding mechanism” increases
tying speed by reducing the time needed to twist and feed the
wire, as a result it reduces the cost of each tie and shortens
the time required for construction. The tool’s dual-wire wrap
ensures each tie is reinforced for maximum hold.
The MAX® TwinTier’s “wire tensioning mechanism” firmly
pulls the tie wire in to adjust the tie to the rebar’s size to
maximize the strength of the tie. When forming a tie the tool
makes a loop with the wire and then pulls the wire to tightly
secure and lock the rebar in place.
The MAX® TwinTier’s “wire bending mechanism” feeds a
precise amount of wire to match the thickness of the rebar
being tied and cut down on the use of unnecessary wire. This

produce up to 240 ties (when tying D12 x D12).
The MAX® TwinTier’s added features also include a jaw that
is constructed to tie #D10 x D10 up to D22 x D22 rebar. This
wide jaw accommodates larger gauge rebar while its slim
arm offers the freedom to work in tight spaces.
The MAX® TwinTier’s quick load magazine makes changing
wire spools a piece of cake, and its frontward position provides
improved balance/ergonomics, making flatwork easier.
A low “battery power consumption” design allows the tool
to produce 4000 ties per charge using a 14.4v , 4.0 Ah Li-ion
battery, which recharges in just 45 minutes using the MAX®
Rapid charger.
The tool’s 6-step torque adjustment dial allows its user to
adjust the strength of the tie based on the application. Bright
steel, Stainless steel and Polyester (“poly”) coated wire are all
available for use with the MAX® TwinTier™.

bending mechanism consistently feeds, pulls back, twists and

Overall, no matter the application, the MAX® TwinTier™,

releases the perfect sized tie for the each application.

reduces the time it takes to complete a job, saves businesses

This generation of the MAX® Re-Bar-Tier produces ties that
are approximately 50% shorter in height, allowing for thinner

money by cutting man hours needed for each project and
increases the productivity of its workers.

concrete pours. Also, the ends of each tie are positioned

For more information visit the SIFCO website -

downward to increase safety. Additionally, wire spools now

www.sifco.co.nz
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STEEL FIBRE REINFORCED CONCRETE PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE AND
QUALITY CONTROL
WOULD YOU BUY REINFORCING STEEL THAT DOESN’T COMPLY WITH AS/NZS 4671? OR, FROM A
COMPANY WHO SAID THEY DID COMPLY BUT THEN COULDN’T PROVIDE THE RELEVANT CERTIFICATION?
Of course not,” says Sean Page-Wood, BOSFA’s New Zealand

meaning that suppliers can only offer for sale steel fibres

manager. “That would be irresponsible and potentially

that are CE certified. In Australia and New Zealand if

dangerous.”

suppliers’ market and claim compliance but are being a

“This is because the Standard ensures the quality and
performance of the reinforcing and the producers
must provide product labelling and documentation to

bit naughty and can’t back it up with the required pallet
labelling and documentation, then the ACCC or Commerce
Commission I’m sure would take an interest.”

demonstrate compliance.”

HOW TO SPECIFY

“Steel fibre reinforcing is no different in that regard. The

“Fibres should be manufactured in accordance with

relevant Standard is EN14889-1 or as its compliance is

EN14889-1, system 1 for structural use or, ISO13270 Class A,”

commonly referred to - ‘CE Certification’. If that’s too

notes Sean.

Eurocentric for you, ISO 13270 is an International Standard
with the same requirements, adds Sean”
These are cited in the most up to date design rules for steel
fibre reinforced concrete (SFRC); AS 5100, AS 3600, FIB Model
Code, DIN 1045, to name a few. They require the steel fibres
are tested to prescribed characteristics, ensuring quality,

“A DoP should be supplied to the project engineer or
interested party and will be used to check against the CE
label attached to delivered pallets of fibre.”
“Fibers without a DoP and corresponding CE label attached
to the delivered product do not comply.”

performance and importantly, certification to this standard is

The next important part of any specification is the required

issued by a 3rd party.

performance of the SFRC. This should either be specified

Each pallet of fibre is clearly identified with a CE label that
details declared values of the fibre characteristics that
influence performance. This is known as a Declaration of
Performance (DoP) and is a prerequisite for the affixing of
the CE mark for construction products. Both the CE and the
DoP are crucial for legally promoting a construction product
as having CE. This ensures that what you CE is what you get.

in terms of residual flexural strength, toughness indices or
fibre type and dosage if the tendered design is based on a
specific fibre.

QUALITY CONTROL
“As a bare minimum a record of the fibre type, CE number
on the pallet and dosage should be recorded by the concrete
supplier. And, the fibre type and dosage should be clearly

“If you purchase or use steel fibres that don’t comply then

printed on the concrete delivery docket. Depending on

there is no guarantee that you are buying what it says on the

the application and fibre type additional requirements for

tin. As a designer, contractor, concrete supplier, asset owner

concrete quality control may be required,” concludes Sean.

– why would you take the risk?” says Sean.
“In Europe this is regulated and it’s a legal requirement

For more information visit the BOSFA website www.bosfa.com
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Research is exploring if the application of thin vegetable nanoplatelet sheets to existing concrete structures can enhance strength.

VEGES STRENGTHEN CONCRETE
ENGINEERS AT LANCASTER UNIVERSITY ARE PARTNERING WITH SUSTAINABLE MATERIAL COMPANY CELLUCOMP
TO ESTABLISH IF BIOMATERIALS DERIVED FROM FOOD WASTE CAN PROVIDE AN ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY
MEANS OF STRENGTHENING CONCRETE MIXTURES.
Due to report in the latter part of 2020, the two-year project aims

Department believes vegetable-composite concretes could

to build on earlier findings that the addition of nanoplatelets

“go a long way” to reducing carbon emissions for the

extracted from the fibres of sugar beet and carrots can

construction industry.

“significantly improve” the mechanical properties of concrete.
It is understood the nanoplatelets work to both increase the
amount of calcium silicate hydrate – the main substance that

“These novel cement nanocomposites are made by combining
ordinary Portland cement with nanoplatelets extracted from waste
root vegetables taken from the food industry,” says the

controls the performance of concrete – as well as stopping cracks

lead researcher.

from appearing.

The researchers claim that the composites offer a number of

Proof-of-concept studies demonstrated the addition of

advantages in terms of mechanical and microstructure properties,

nanoplatelets deliverer a saving of 40 kilograms of ordinary

as well as requiring less cement and therefore reducing associated

Portland cement required per cubic metre of concrete. This

energy consumption and CO2 emissions.

additionally produces a saving of 40 kilograms of CO2 for the same

The research project is also exploring if the addition of very thin

volume, due to the greater strength of the vegetable-composite

sheets made from vegetable nanoplatelets to existing concrete

meaning smaller sections of concrete are required in buildings.

structures can reinforce their strength. The researchers believe

Furthermore, early testing has indicated the vegetable-composites
out-perform graphene and carbon nanotubes, and at a lower cost.
Professor Mohamed Saafi from Lancaster University’s Engineering
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the vegetable nanofibre-based sheets will out-perform existing
alternatives – such as carbon fibre – partly due to the beams being
able to bend to a greater degree and help deflect potentiallydamaging forces.

Despite many renovations the Burj el-Murr in Lebanon has never been more
than a concrete structure with unfinished interiors.
Images: Jad El Khoury/Monkey Business Dreams

A scaled-down version of the real 34-storey Burj el-Murr building is currently on
display at London’s Tate Modern. Image: Adam Leach

REPLICA OF WAR-RAVAGED
BUILDING RECREATED
A CONCRETE CAST OF BEIRUT’S CIVIL-WAR DEVASTATED BURJ EL-MURR BUILDING HAS BEEN RECREATED BY
LOCALLY-BORN ARTIST MARWAN RECHMAOUI AND IS CURRENTLY ON DISPLAY AT LONDON’S TATE MODERN.
Entitled “Monument for the Living 2001-8”, the work is Mr

“Originally designed as an office tower, Burj el-Murr became one

Rechmaoui’s second replica of the building. The first, created in

of the most notorious sniper posts of the civil war, used by various

2000, was damaged in transit while touring in Europe with the

factions because of its panoptical views across Beirut, which

Contemporary Arab Representations exhibition.
A scaled-down version of the real 34-storey building, the recreation
features the “scars and attrition” of the Lebanese Civil War – with its
placement inside a coffin suggesting a “memorial-like state for this
relic of the city’s past”, advises Tate curator Jessica Morgan.
“Burj el-Murr is a highly-significant building in Beirut,” states
Ms Morgan.
“Built in 1974 and owned by members of the el-Murr family, a
prominent political clan, the tower was left unfinished when the

allowed occupying factions to dominate large parts of the city with
a minimum of manpower.”
It is understood that following the civil war, the building was found
to be both structurally deficient and in violation of numerous
zoning laws. However, standing close to several tightly-clustered
neighbourhoods, it has been deemed too tall to knock down and
too dense to implode.
“And so remains as a blight on the skyline and, for many artists and

Lebanese Civil War (1975-1990) halted construction. Despite many

thinkers of Rechmaoui’s generation, an appropriate memorial to

renovations it has never been more than a concrete structure with

the fratricidal conflict that has never been fully resolved and has

unfinished interiors.

yet to be commemorated by any public gesture of reconciliation.”
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CONCRETE NZ TRAINING
IN ADDITION TO THE MANY BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION QUALIFICATIONS OFFERED BY TERTIARY
INSTITUTIONS ACROSS NEW ZEALAND, THERE ARE A RANGE ‘TRAINING’ OPTIONS RELATED SPECIFICALLY TO
CONCRETE. BELOW IS A SUMMARY OF TRAINING COURSES OFFERED BY CONCRETE NZ.

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION COURSE
Concrete NZ’s Concrete Construction Course is designed for those supervising
the receipt and placement of fresh concrete on-site; typically this would be the
site foreman (or equivalent) and the formwork carpenter. Building apprentices
will also find the course valuable, with the overall aim being to promote quality
concrete construction.
Built around NZS 3109 Concrete Construction, the curriculum for the 2-day
classroom-based course will meet both industry needs and the relevant
NZQA standards.

CONCRETE TECHNICIANS COURSE
Concrete NZ, and before that the Cement & Concrete Association of NZ
(CCANZ), has for many years offered these 1-day courses designed as an
introduction or refresher. They are offered at least once a year throughout the
main centres, or as demand requires.
The courses are now supplemented with fresh and hard concrete testing
videos, which are available via the CCANZ YouTube channel https://www.youtube.com/user/cementconcrete.
•

Day 1 - Introduction to the Concrete Industry

•

Day 2 - Concrete Testing

•

Day 3 - Concrete Technology

CONCRETE MASONRY COURSE FOR ARCHITECTS
Concrete NZ, with support from Firth Industries, has developed this course
based on NZS 4229 Concrete Masonry Buildings Not Requiring Specific

Engineering Design, as well as NZ Building Code Clauses B1, B2 and E2.
Structural requirements for the design of foundations, walls, beams and
lintels, diaphragms, along with bracing for wind and earthquake forces are all
be covered. Attendees will learn to develop structural designs for concrete
masonry buildings without the need of an engineer. The course also covers
weathertightness, sound and thermal performance.
The half-day course qualifies for 40 NZRAB and 5 ADNZ CPD points.

WEATHERTIGHT CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION COURSE
Also with support from Firth Industries, Concrete NZ has developed a course for
architects, designers, building officials and construction experts to achieve an
understanding of weathertight concrete and concrete masonry construction and
of the NZ Building Code Clause E2. Attendees will achieve an understanding of
the requirements of weathertight concrete and concrete masonry construction
based on the CCANZ publication Code of Practice for Weathertight Concrete and

Concrete Masonry Construction (CP 01:2014) and the Building Code. The course
also covers typical wall construction systems based on the position of thermal
insulation, e.g. composite and core insulated systems.
This 1-day course qualifies for 60 NZIA and 10 ADNZ CPD points.

Visit the Concrete NZ website to find out when the next training course is scheduled – www.concretenz.org.nz
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CONCRETE NZ LIBRARY

CONTACTS

LISTED BELOW IS A SELECTION OF RECENTLY ACQUIRED
MATERIAL BY THE CONCRETE NZ LIBRARY. MEMBERS CAN EMAIL
LIBRARY@CONCRETENZ.ORG.NZ TO BORROW.
NEW TRENDS IN ECO-EFFICIENT AND RECYCLED
CONCRETE BY JORGE DE BRITO AND FRANCISCO
AGRELA (EDITORS)
This title describes different recycled materials that have been
used in eco-efficient concrete, reviewing previous publications

Concrete NZ Readymix
Sector Group / NZ Ready Mixed
Concrete Association
Ph (04) 499 0041
Convenor: Adam Leach
President: Richard Sands
www.nzrmca.org.nz

to identify the most effective recycled materials to be applied in
concrete manufacture. New trends on eco-efficient concrete are
presented, filling a gap in the market. Sections cover recycled
materials applied in concrete production, present the latest on the
lifecycle analysis of recycled aggregate concrete, detail new trends
in recycled aggregate concrete research, and finally, present
updates on upscaling the use of recycled aggregate concrete and
structural reliability.

REHABILITATION OF CONCRETE STRUCTURES
WITH FIBER-REINFORCED POLYMER BY RIADH
AL-MAHAIDI AND ROBIN KALFAT
A guide to the use of FRP in flexural, shear and axial strengthening
of concrete structures. Using worked design examples, the
authors guide readers through the details of usage, including
anchorage systems, different materials and methods of
repairing concrete structures using these techniques. Topics
include the usage of FRP in concrete structure repair, concrete
structural deterioration and rehabilitation, methods of structural

Concrete NZ Masonry
Sector Group / NZ Concrete
Masonry Association
Ph (04) 499 8820
Convenor: Ralf Kessel
President: Dene Cook
www.nzcma.org.nz

Concrete NZ Precast
Sector Group / Precast NZ
Ph 027 4987 990
Executive Director: Rod Fulford
President: Justin Bragg
www.precastnz.org.nz

rehabilitation and strengthening, a review of the design basis for
FRP systems, including strengthening limits and fire endurance.

LIVING WALL: JUNGLE THE CONCRETE 2 BY
JIALIN TONG
This is a compilation of recent projects as well as revisions to
many of the technical drawings and data associated with the
projects detailed in the first edition. Chapter-by-chapter, the
reader is shown how to install their own Green Wall, including

Concrete NZ
Learned Society / NZ Concrete
Society
Ph (09) 536 5410
Secretary/Manager: Allan Bluett
President: James Mackechnie
www.concretesociety.org.nz

instructional details from the beginning stages of a project to
middle stage details such as plant selection, waterproofing,
installing suitable lighting, and irrigation and plant nutrition
systems to the final stage when maintenance and other similar
activities are discussed. Projects included in this book are
accompanied by a detailed plant list.

LIBRARY QUIZ
To go in the draw to win a copy of Living Wall: Jungle the Concrete 2 by Jialin Tong
answer the following question:
What university in China is assisting QuakeCoRE with it’s “low damage” research?
Email your answer to library@concretenz.org.nz. Entries close Friday 26 July 2019.
Congratulations to Tim Hunt of Golden Bay Cement, who correctly answered the Vol 60
Iss 2 Library Quiz to receive a copy of 3D Concrete Printing Technology by Jay G. Sanjayan.
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